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Scene 1

Fall reigns. We are in a clearing surrounded by dense woods.
The low murmur of a rambunctious but puny river carries off
into a distant lake hidden by tangled walls of branches and
brambles. A body off in the distance, a figure cloaked in
darkness and a heavy sweatshirt. He appears to bury
something small. A thought.

FIGURE 1 arises. The sound of a car alarm can be heard from
the not-too-distant road. Then something closer, only Figure
1 can hear.

FIGURE 1
Who's there? M? Yo, don't sneak up
on me like that.

The rest of the forest has grown quiet.

FIGURE 1
You are just going to have to wait
right there for me. No one's going
to forget about you.

A pause.

FIGURE 1
(To himself, perhaps
inaudibly)

Finish this and go.

He covers up the burial site but at the last moment recoils
as if stung or shocked by something a little large. As he
turns to go, his body becomes heavier and heavier. He
struggles to move. Before he has gotten too far he is
completely paralyzed. 

FIGURE 1
Come on. You're just scared.

He cannot move. In place he begins to shake. It starts from
the tips of his fingers and toes and moves all throughout
his body. Then he begins to shake, violently, falling to his
knees. Suddenly he blood oozes down his hairline, from his
eyes, nose, ears.

A car door opens and closes in the distance. The car alarm
stops.

FIGURE 1
(What amounts to blood
filled gurgles)

Help me! Help! Someone! Help!

Figure 1 is now completely unable to respond. He falls over
and convulses for a short, violent episode before settling
into a deathly stillness. The earth moves to reclaim his
body.The earth shudders and a distant, low-pitched rumble
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builds to a deafening whir. The moon becomes impossibly
bright and then passes into darkness.

Scene 2

Quite some years later. The same grove. A similar time of
year but earlier in the day. The sun is just about to tip
over into the short side of the horizon. Marcus and  Azzie
find their way, one by one, onstage. If they were better
organized they might look like campers, but the disrepair of
their gear and their general disarray belies lives of hard,
constant travel through forgotten, soggy places.

AZZIE
(She is holding a bent
and generally distressed
No Trespassing sign)

Fucking hit me in the head.

MARCUS
Would you put that thing down.

Defiantly, Azzie throws the sign down against the hard mud
and protruding roots at the edges of the clearing. It makes
a a conspicuous amount of noise

MARCUS
Are you fucking crazy?

AZZIE
Why do you think the trees don't
grow here? Except for this one.

MARCUS
Just keep it down. You seen Leila?

AZZIE
Right here. It's sad. (Catching up
with his question). We split up for
a reason.

They begin the process of unpacking their bags and making
their bedding. 

AZZIE
It gets dark so early now. Do you
think it could snow?

MARCUS
Maybe up in Canada. Can't cross the
border anyway. You got a passport?
(a sudden change) Did you hear
that?

Silence. Azzie never heard anything. They return to their
business.
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AZZIE
It's cold. I'm cold. It's getting
cold.

MARCUS
Someone will spot us right away.

AZZIE
They let us go at the county line.
No one followed us here.

MARCUS
You saw the way that guy slow
rolled by us in that Chevy? I mean,
like I said, none of these spooked
out yokels'll come poking around
here. But, if anyone can see us
from the road, you know, no one is
that superstitious.

AZZIE
I'd never heard of it.

MARCUS
Really? It was a big deal.

AZZIE
Don't tell me again. No.(A beat) It
does have a certain vibe.

The bushes rustle.

MARCUS
(Remember to keep quiet)

What the fuck was that?

AZZIE
(Just a tick too late)

Shhhhh.......

The wind blows, the bushes rustle, maybe closer this time.

MARCUS
Go take a look.

She does nothing.

MARCUS
You wanted to tag along.

She does nothing.

MARCUS
I could have left you out in that
road.

The bushes rattle again, closer even?
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AZZIE
Fine.

Azzie cautiously approaches the edge of the clearing,
staring out into a growing blackness. Silence. Leila appears
from the opposite side.

LEILA
I dropped my bag in a fucking
puddle.

Azzie and Marcus are startled.

MARCUS
Oh god damn it.

AZZIE
Keep it down!

She stares back out, past the trees. Everything is too
obscure now. A rogue wind carries some leaves away. Silence.

LEILA
Good thing I could hear you guys
from fucking eight miles away.

She unpacks her things, rummaging for something specific.
She pulls out her laptop and solar charger. She tries to
turn it on. It does not turn on. She is defeated.

AZZIE
I bet it just needs to charge. I
haven't seen the sun since
Greenfield.

LEILA
Everything's all wet.

AZZIE
I bet I can fix it. I worked at a
call center for like 16, 17 weeks.

This is a lot to her.

AZZIE
I used computer's like every day.

LEILA
Just, please don't touch it. (a
beat) It's pretty quiet here.

AZZIE
It sounds like it's going to rain.

LEILA
I'm cold.

AZZIE
Yes.
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MARCUS
Anyone want to risk a fire?

They do not.

Azzie crawls into her bedding, bundling herself as
completely as possible. Leila stares out into the darkness.

LEILA
You think they did it somehwere
around here? Those Tauber boys?
People have always wanted to know
if she was alive, when they, when
they set her on fire. But all they
found were a couple of teeth they
dropped in their truck.

MARCUS
If Dylan hadn't found those teeth.
The whole case was about to
unravel.

LEILA
Yeah, you mentioned that. No blood,
no other bones. No hair, clothes,
etcetera. They couldn't even find
the rest of the teeth.

MARCUS
The entire community came out to
search that compound. Hundreds of
acres, a chaotic, impenetrable
junkyard. Dylan found them on the
floor matt of the  green Jeep
Wrangler. I was there. It seemed
impossible. Police were there for
days, couldn't find anything.

LEILA
Maybe it was fate.

MARCUS
You know the rest. Not sure I'd
call that fate. Taubers claimed
they were planted.

LEILA
You had your own doubts? What else
were they going to say?

MARCUS
Listen, everyone knew they did it.
Everyone.

LEILA
They've never admitted their guilt
right?
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MARCUS
I wish so many people didn't know
about this.

LEILA
I like to think I'm well read.
These things pop on anniversaries,
quiet little back page stories. One
of the Taubers - the nephew? - just
exhausted another avenue of appeal.

MARCUS
I try not to read about it. For a
while I could go long stretches
without thinking about it. 

LEILA
Might help bring some closure to
people around here. When Dylan
disappeared? You knew him pretty
well, right?

MARCUS
We rode the same bus and wore the
baggiest jeans. I was the only one
who even talked to him, so that was
good enough, interview after
interview when he didn't turn up.
The timing on that, the
disappearance. Something else
everyone could agree on. Must have
been revenge. Avery and his nephew
were already locked up, but they
were a whole clan. No one ever
figured out what happened to him,
Dylan. That was a tragedy, his
mother never got over it.

LEILA
I realize it was hard for you to
come here.

MARCUS
He would be thirty. He's dead
though, right. That's what no one
ever wants to say out loud.
Probably been dead since that first
night. But we'll never know.

LEILA
And so, the locals say his ghost
haunts these woods?

MARCUS
Found his car over by that road.
But it's not his ghost. Exactly.
I'm not sure there is a consensus
on what it is, was.  You know small

(MORE)
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MARCUS (cont'd)
town folk. The people who'd turn up
here. They started, seeing things.
Hearing things. When the mud on
Sarah's teeth. At trial, when it
came out that mud came from this
side of the lake. People jump to
their own conclusions. 

LEILA
Tell me the truth, do you believe
in ghosts?

MARCUS
You've asked me that before.

LEILA
But now that we're here.

MARCUS
I'd say my tamer dreams are scarier
than this place.

LEILA
I can never remember my dreams,
good or bad.

MARCUS
You know, it's not really Dylan or
Sarah mostly. It's those Taubers,
Avery's nephew. Rotting away in
jail. In the past, what, they would
have probably hung him? So instead
he can live his whole life locked
up. 

LEILA
I'm not sure this case is the best
poster-child for our problems with
mass incarceration. You said,
everyone agrees they got what they
deserve. 

MARCUS
(A bit playful)

I should be careful about speaking
too generally around you. Maybe
Azzie's got the right idea (It's
bed time).

LEILA
Are you hungry, I'm fucking hungry.

She looks for something to eat in her bag.

MARCUS
Maybe we'll go fishing tomorrow. I
know that lake's around here
somewhere.
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LEILA
You fish like a bitch.

He pulls a somewhat impressive crumple of assorted bills
from his bag.

MARCUS
You think I'd be more outdoorsy by
now. Our bus tickets. I didn't hurt
anybody. They'd run us out of town
anyways. Every border is closed.
Every town is full.

LEILA
(The money)

You robbed that store?

MARCUS
You see any now hiring signs. It's
just these fast hands.

He picks up the money. He turns as if he's heard something
again. It is nothing.

Leila turns down for the evening in her own designated area.
Marcus follows after her but only just lays his head down.
In a virtual blackout, once he is certain that everyone is
fast asleep, Marcus grabs a lighting instrument of some kind
and heads off into the woods. A few moments after he is
gone, the wind picks up, gently, creeping its way to the
laptop, which though dead flickers to life. It emits a
sickly glow and a low frequency hum. The hum builds to
erratic distortion, though discernible patterns and
recognizable sounds, perhaps human voices, or the voice of a
young woman, punctuate the chaos, yet neither Leila nor
Azzie stir. Then just as abruptly the disturbances end.

Scene 3

Night gives way to a hazy, cloudy sunrise. It is morning.
Marcus is gone. Leila goes to her computer. It turns on. A
few moments pass.

LEILA
Sometimes it doesn't even work in
direct sunlight.

She types some.

LEILA
You didn't try to log onto my
computer, did you?

AZZIE
When would I have done that?

LEILA
Well, it's fucked up now.
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AZZIE
(Overlapping)

I bet it was Marcus. You know, I
heard something rustling around
last night. I bet he grabbed it,
you know, and grabbed it... My
friend Frank ruined like ten
computers that way.

While talking, Azzie has made her way to the computer.

AZZIE
What's that? Click on that.

LEILA
See, nothing is working.

AZZIE
Click like this.

LEILA
I tried that.

AZZIE
No, like this.

LEILA
That's what I'm doing.

Azzie wrests the computer from Leila's hands.

AZZIE
Here. Looks fine to me.

LEILA
That's just the login screen.

AZZIE
Ugghhh. There.

LEILA
Everything's gone.

AZZIE
No, what's that, here.

LEILA
I don't know.

A few more clicks.

LEILA
Did you take a picture of me,
sleeping?

AZZIE
No. No. Look, I'm right there. I
don't see Marcus.
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LEILA
Is that his foot poking out right
there?

She points to something on the screen. Suddenly, as if
slightly shocked.

LEILA
Fuck.

AZZIE
No, I swear he was up all night.
He's never done that before. I
would have noticed.

The computer turns off. Azzie is exasperated. She tinkers
with the positioning of the solar charger.

LEILA
No. I'm alright. I hope it's fine.

AZZIE
It's fine. This is like that time
Gary shit all over my uhhh, Nokia?
Is that right? Wait, what are all
the phone kinds? Gary, Remember
Gary? So, I just left it alone.
Then it was fine for like months. I
didn't even have to really wash it
off.  

LEILA
I was just about to ask about
breakfast.

AZZIE
Damn, I'm hungry.

They begin to rummage through their bags. Azzie pulls a can
of beans out of her bag. She goes about preparing a proper
fire.

AZZIE
I know you've written down a bunch
of stuff in your, computer, or
whatever. And it's like, I think it
will be fine. But if it's not. You
know. You've just got to let things
go. I mean, you weren't writing
about me right? This is some sort
of LiveJournal but not about me
thing right? Unless it's good.

LEILA
I didn't hear him at all. Marcus,
do you think that's what he was
doing?
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AZZIE
That's going to get you killed.

LEILA
You are romanticizing our situation
again. 

AZZIE
I've seen some pretty fucked up
stuff.

LEILA
Gary?

AZZIE
I hope you wrote a lot about Gary.
Are you a good writer?

LEILA
Does it matter?

AZZIE
I hope you don't write like you
talk.

The fire is going now, Azzie heats her beans.

AZZIE
Are you going to eat anything?

LEILA
I actually feel a little off.

She sits down for some relief.

LEILA
No, I'm definitely not hungry right
now.

Marcus enters from the lake, half clothed and soaking wet.

MARCUS
You almost got too much smoke
coming out of that fire.

AZZIE
Don't tell me what to do.

LEILA
You look freezing.

MARCUS
(He is a little cold)

I grew up in this.

He pulls a towel out from his stuff and dries off.
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MARCUS
I'm headed back to clean some of
this off (indicating his dirty
clothes).

AZZIE
Oh my god yes.

After scarfing down a few more bites of beans, Azzie grabs a
bundle of her own clothing and moves to join him.

LEILA
Does it look like it's going to
rain? Hey why'd you put the sign in
my bag? And the picture? You aren't
going to scare me.

MARCUS
Aren't you scared enough sleeping
in these cursed woods?

LEILA
That's what I'm talking about.

MARCUS
What are you talking about? I
didn't do anything.

LEILA
My computer. You fucked it up
somehow.

He grabs her computer. It starts fine. After a few clacks on
the keyboard,

MARCUS
Everything looks fine to me.

Leila yanks the computer away from him.

LEILA
Don't look at that.

The picture is gone. All of her files have been restored.

LEILA
I think I'm going crazy.

MARCUS
I know I shouldn't have told you
guys that story.

AZZIE
I like it here, but my arms are
getting tired.

MARCUS
I promised. No one around. You sure
you don't want to come?
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LEILA
It was a stupid prank. I think I
need to rest.

MARCUS
Okay.

AZZIE
Watch the fire.

LEILA
I'm not your errand girl.

AZZIE
That's my sassy lady. But
seriously.

Azzie and Marcus go to the lake. Leila, after a moment,
decides this is an opportune moment to add to her journal.
She sits, typing methodically. Time passes. No one amuses
Leila more than Leila. Slowly, her conscious mind drains
away, leaving her expression gaunt, sickly and her actions
thoughtlessly mechanical. Her typing, now unmistakably
repetitive in rhythm, peters out. Leila deliberately but
inelegantly rises and moves to the small patch of upturned
earth over which Figure 1 labored, as if her movements
originated outside her body. Gently but relentlessly she
begins to tap her forehead against the trunk of the nearest
tree. It is getting a little dark.

COBURN
(Offstage)

Hello?

Leila does not respond.

COBURN
(Getting closer)

Hello? I see you all there! Hello?

Leila does not respond.

Coburn, an adept hiker and woodsman, enters confidently,
though his age and general fitness incline his walking stick
to lead the way. Leila is unaffected by his presence.

COBURN
You trying to burn these whole
woods down?

He makes a perfunctory assessment of the camp, although he
does not notice Leila immediately.

COBURN
(Calling out)

Camp's on the other side of the
lake!
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He notices Leila, whose unexpected presence takes him
greatly by surprise.

COBURN
(Panicked)

AH! OH! God Damn! Hey, don't you
hear me shouting my hat off over
here? Hey! HEY!

She does not respond. He walks over to her.

COBURN
Hey! Hey! Can you hear me?

She cannot. He shakes her a bit, but her trance seems
unbreakable. Oh no, he shook her too hard. She falls to the
ground seizing violently. As he frets over her, she reaches
out grabs him and pulls his face in close.  While he is
preoccupied, Marcus and Azzie return from the lake. They
drop their laundry. Before Marcus can decide what he will
do, Azzie grabs a bottle from a pile of matted grass and
garbage and strikes Coburn over the head.

COBURN
What did you say-

Coburn goes down. Leila awakens as if near drowning.

MARCUS
(Now with his knife but
too late)

What the fuck is going on?

LEILA
(Freaking out and jumping
up)

Waaagh! What?! I'm soaking wet. Am
I soaking wet? Who's that? What's
going on? 

MARCUS
Slow down.

LEILA
Where'd you come from?

AZZIE
That guy jumped you and I killed
him.

MARCUS
It hasn't rained at all

LEILA
Where am I? When did it get so
dark?

He checks Coburn's pants, taking his wallet and cell phone.
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MARCUS
His car's probably back on the
road.

LEILA
What? What are you guys talking
about? Is he okay? I don't even
know what happened. We don't need
to kill anyone. 

AZZIE
In about three seconds... Okay
fine. We don't know anything about
him.

Coburn stirs.

COBURN
(Dazed)

What happened?

AZZIE
We going to just let him get up?

MARCUS
Fine.

COBURN
(Struggling to focus)

Am I bleeding?

He tries to get up, Marcus holds him in place.

MARCUS
Listen to this motherfucker. What
do you want?

MARCUS
What are you doing here?

COBURN
It's a warm, dry fall. Even with
that storm that's supposed to set
in. I could see the smoke from your
fire billowing over that treeline.
Too close to be coming from the
park. Better to not wager the whole
forest against the responsibility
of, who are you? Had to get the car
out of the garage. That's what took
me so long. We've seen a couple of
big fires around here you know.

MARCUS
So you come here to manhandle us
any which way?
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COBURN
You could put a lot of people in
danger. The park's just over there.
I passed you all on that road.

MARCUS
You've got a strange way of looking
out for people.

Coburn rubs his head.

AZZIE
That was me.

COBURN
Not everyone is out to get you.
Your friend, you know there is
something wrong with your friend.

MARCUS
You're staying pretty calm
considering.

After a moment, Marcus finally lets him up.

MARCUS
(Indicating the walking
stick)

I promise, you're no danger to me.

Marcus holds on to the stick.

COBURN
When was the last time you saw a
doctor?

LEILA
I'm fine. I'm fine guys.

AZZIE
She looks alright to me.

COBURN
We don't get a lot of, drifters,
come through here, though I can't
say we don't see any. Still, most
folks, can manage to scrounge up
the money for a bus ticket.

MARCUS
Suppose you're right.

COBURN
About what?

MARCUS
What if she's sick?
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LEILA
I'm not sick.

MARCUS
What are we supposed to do? Go to
the doctor?

AZZIE
(Realizing)

I haven't been to the doctor in
years.

COBURN
This has been bugging me. You look
really familiar.

AZZIE
(This was not addressed
to her)

I've just got one of those faces.

COBURN
I can drive you all in to town. I
know Dr. Harper. If I tell him
what's going on-

Thunder rolls in the distance.

COBURN
I don't think you want to stay
here.

MARCUS
Well you won't need to worry about
us burning the place down. So feel
free to be on your way. Me, I'm a
big fan of camping.

LEILA
I think he's talking about the
ghost.

COBURN
Lots of rain in the forecast. You
know, people around here don't
really joke about that. Sarah was a
real girl. We watched her grow up.

LEILA
I'm sorry.

Coburn stares at Leila for a long time.

COBURN
No, we've got to get you into town.

AZZIE
Actually, she doesn't look too
good. You don't look too good.
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LEILA
I feel fine... Oooooo, well. Oh.
Ummm, well, we could get packed up
pretty quickly.

MARCUS
I don't like it. We don't know
anything about him. And you don't
know anything about that town.

AZZIE
Really, I just really don't want to
get wet. Again. How many times have
we been rained on? I mean, I
wouldn't mind the rain if it didn't
fall on me. And like, I'm just as
tired as you of feeling unwelcome
in these dingy half-horse towns.
And, you know, I'm not saying that
I'm psychic, but this, something
feels, off.

COBURN
No one was really afraid of this
place though until that boy went
missing.

AZZIE
Is that the teeth one?

LEILA
No, he's talking about Dylan. They
found Sarah's teeth. Two of her
teeth. Couldn't even find the rest.

COBURN
I used to tell our tourists, I
guess that's what they're called, I
don't think she suffered. That
always helped to dim their
interest.

LEILA
Crime of the decade. Around here
anyway.

COBURN
Small town notoriety rides on the
coattails of violent crimes.

MARCUS
But that was big news, when that
boy disappeared.

COBURN
In the middle of a murder trial.
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LEILA
More guaranteed headlines. I read
every one. I bet someone like you
had quite an inside scoop.

AZZIE
Oh my god, you guys talk about this
all the time. They talk about this
all the time. I just wanted to see
Wisconsin.

COBURN
Well, here it is.

The thunder rolls again.

COBURN
And you know the relevant details.
I apologize if I've been going on a
bit.

AZZIE
Yeah, let's go watch some fucking
tv.

LEILA
I'd love to hear anything you want
to say about it.

COBURN
Most folks around here got pretty
sick of talking about it. They
named that highway after him. Tell
you what, I will tell you
everything my aging brain can
remember if you accompany me back
into town.

LEILA
I am feeling a little something.

MARCUS
You can all go while I stay right
here.

COBURN
I'd feel better about not leaving
your friend here all by himself.

AZZIE
He's become too dependant on me not
to tag along.

LEILA
We'll need to get to the bus
station somehow. I know you weren't
planning on staying here forever.
Ooooo, er, owwww.
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AZZIE
Cramps? Gas? I can never tell the
difference.

MARCUS
We take her to the doctor and
you'll bring me right back here
afterwards?

COBURN
If that's really what you want.

MARCUS
You keep your hands to your self.
And I'm waiting in the car.

Everyone begins repacking their belongings.

COBURN
I'll never make it back up that
trail. 

Marcus hands him the walking stick.

COBURN
(Overtaken by a sudden
dizziness)

Whoo, oh man, I did not realize.
Ugh, I am feeling so light headed.
You're stronger than you look. I,
I, ha, actually, I need to sit down
a moment. Does anyone know what
happened to my phone?

Coburn's breathing becomes increasingly labored.

COBURN
(Trying not to panic)

I, uhhhh, I think if I just sit
down for a moment.

MARCUS
Well, now we're all ready to go.

Coburn struggles to rise.

COBURN
Do you have some water?

Leila hands him her water bottle.

LEILA
Here, it's boiled from the lake.

He takes a drink.

COBURN
Ugh, ah, How long has it been
raining?
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LEILA
That's just the wind.

COBURN
We've been waiting for the rain.
It's always so hot. Must have snuck
up on me. 

Coburn is struggling to feel normal.

COBURN
Would one of you go to my car. The
orange bottle, my medicine...(A bit
winded) You know.

All he can do is wave his hand and exhale.

MARCUS
(He already had them)

Don't worry about the keys.

LEILA
I'll watch him.

AZZIE
She's not watching him.

MARCUS
I'll go.

AZZIE
I'll go.

LEILA
I can watch him.

AZZIE
Alright, we'll go.

MARCUS
You are coming back. Right back.

He tosses them the keys. They exit.

MARCUS
Watch your step.

Scene 4

Coburn indicates with his hands that he is going to take a
quick lie-down. He begins to fade into unconsciousness, no
longer able to fight the unease that has gripped him.

MARCUS
I think you're the one going to the
doctor buddy.

He pulls out the man's ID and inspects it.
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MARCUS
"Coburn". Coburn.

Marcus takes some of his bedding and makes Coburn a little
more comfortable.

MARCUS
To No-Man's-Land.

Suddenly, and with a firm grasp, Coburn has Marcus' by the
arms.

COBURN
You can't quit just yet.

Snapping back into focus.

COBURN
Do my arms feel numb to you? Ugh.
Whooo.

He lies back down. Some time passes. Marcus looks through
his stuff. It is not raining. He pulls Leila's laptop out of
her bag and fires it up. What other distractions does he
have.

MARCUS
Wish I still had my books.

He types further, then finds something peculiar, becoming
more and more engrossed as time slips by.

MARCUS
What a fucking, ugh. What?

Coburn is unresponsive. After a time a noise from offstage,
Azzie and Leila approaching? Marcus snaps the computer shut
and stuffs it back into place.

MARCUS
You guys find it?

No reply. He moves to the edge of the space. Ambient thunder
again, but still no rain.

MARCUS
Doesn't seem so dry around here. (A
beat) Love that chewy air. You
couldn't burn this place down with
a flamethrower. What did you really
come here for?

Coburn is unresponsive.

MARCUS
Shit, now I am losing my mind. 
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COBURN
She might be sick, might be
something else.

Marcus is startled by this sudden and cogent reanimation.

MARCUS
God damn. And you don't hear me
over here trying to have a
conversation otherwise?

COBURN
Your friend, the doctor will sort
this out. Could be nothing. You all
need to get out of here.I saw you
coming down that road, headed right
this way. Other people over the
years, set up camp just like you.
What I'm trying to say, is that
I've seen it before.

MARCUS
Seen what?

COBURN
When I saw your friend. You know,
there've been a couple of unrelated
incidents. Things that didn't make
the papers. Whether strangers end
up missing or just moved along, who
accounts for them. The people in
this town mean well, but sleepy
little county corners can let
semantics pile the sand up around
their heads pretty deep. I'll say
this though. Everyone knows we did
right by Sarah and Dylan. Those
Taubers got the book and everything
else dropped right on top of their
irregular heads. 

MARCUS
It's lonely here isn't it. You're
just a lonely man. Old man. I got
out of here fast. Before everyone
was telling those stupid stories
about this place being haunted. A
lot of other people were ditching
this dying town. So yeah, I left. I
stayed focused on what was in front
of me.

COBURN
Dying town. And you ended up doing
so well for yourself. I thought you
looked familiar. I've lived here
all my life. I'm sorry though, I
don't remember your name. My memory

(MORE)
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COBURN (cont'd)
has never been quite that good. But
I remember that face. You were
there that day. The whole town
doesn't turn out for much. But you
know we wanted to find her. It
seemed like a miracle Dylan found
her remains as quickly as he did.
Almost hard to believe.

MARCUS
I thought it wasn't real.

COBURN
Those DNA experts didn't leave much
doubt.

MARCUS
I was as amazed as everyone else.

COBURN
(after a moment) I can't feel my
arms.

MARCUS
Fishing for sympathy old man?

COBURN
(Putting it together)

She grabbed me. 

MARCUS
Or maybe you grabbed her.

COBURN
Oh no. No. You've got to listen to
me. We're all in danger.

MARCUS
We already agreed to leave. Think
you can scare me now? The forest's
come alive to take revenge? Because
you think this is where it all
happened?

COBURN
My arms...

MARCUS
Why'd you really come here?

COBURN
They'll be back any second you've
got to believe me. Look at my arms.

MARCUS
They look fine.
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COBURN

I can't feel them. Please??

Marcus goes to Coburn and rolls up his sleeves, revealing
black charred hand prints underneath. Marcus jumps.

MARCUS
What the fuck it that?

COBURN
(At a loss for words)

MARCUS
What is that?

COBURN
She's got me.

MARCUS
Who?

COBURN
Your friend-

MARCUS
She's what?

COBURN
She's got your friend too. That
must be it. When she grabbed me.
You shouldn't have come here. I'd
say it was unlucky, but you already
knew about this place.

MARCUS
That's like diabetes or something,
right? Like the bruising?

COBURN
They think he went missing right
here. He was a sweet boy. Just
learned to drive. They found his
car-

MARCUS
(Interrupting)

The alarm going off. No sign of
him. Ever. We don't need to talk
about this. One kid goes missing...
we all know what happened to him.
It's not some curse. He's not some
ghost, she's not some ghost.
Whatever you believe. Whatever you
think you've seen.

COBURN
Shhhhhh, did you hear that?
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MARCUS
(He hears it too). Hello?

A long silence. 

MARCUS
It bugged you too, didn't it, how
big that place was. We thought, or
I thought, we'd be there for hours.
Days. Then just like that he finds
the teeth.

Marcus notices that Coburn has drifted off again.

MARCUS
Fuck. Fuck. Wake up. Wake up.

Coburn may be dead.

MARCUS
Fuck. Come on. Didn't hit you that
fucking hard.

Nothing. Suddenly, a locatable sound. This time, it emanates
from the same patch of over turned earth in which Figure 1
had his hands. Marcus goes to this patch and digs. Soon, he
pulls out a small pouch. He's not sure he wants to look
inside. A distraction: Coburn, like Leila before him,
sputters back to life, delivered from some dark place and
just a little off.

MARCUS
What is going on?

COBURN
Why are you acting like that? I've
been here talking to you the whole
damn time.

MARCUS
There's something wrong with you.

COBURN
What? No. I,I....

MARCUS
What's going on?

COBURN
I'm sorry, I'm feeling a bit foggy.

MARCUS
Yeah.

COBURN
Who?

MARCUS
What?
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COBURN
I'm sorry, I'm feeling a bit foggy.

MARCUS
They still in prison?

COBURN
Who?

MARCUS
You know, Tauber, and his nephew.
Not everyone thought they did it. I
remember.

COBURN
Oh, what?

MARCUS
You fucking with me?

COBURN
I'm sorry, I feel... Fine.

MARCUS
Jesus, we fucked you up pretty bad.

COBURN
No. I'm feeling a bit better.
Actually, a lot better.

Coburn stands up. He doesn't even need his cane.

COBURN
Did you look?

MARCUS
How'd you know about the bag?

COBURN
She wants you to look.

MARCUS
Alright, now you are freaking me
out.

He goes to grab Coburn, Coburn grabs him back with
unexpected strength.

COBURN
It's something that you've always
had.

Marcus pours the contents of the bag into his hands. Charred
Teeth.

MARCUS
You know what these are then.
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COBURN
I feel really good. I feel... I
feel...I feel....

Coburn pounces on Marcus, the two wrestle.

COBURN
You've got to understand. You've
got to understand. You've got to
understand.

MARCUS
Get off me, Get off me.

Marcus free himself just enough to produce a knife from his
pocket. He stabs it into Coburn, who barely reacts.

COBURN
You've got to understand. You've
got to understand. You've got to
understand...

Marcus manages to pull his knife from his pocket. He thrusts
the three inch blade into Coburn's mid section repeatedly.
Coburn's punctured body begins to seep blood down onto
Marcus, yet Coburn makes no attempt to defend himself.
Marcus drops the knife, as Coburn grasps  starting to lose
his grip on consciousness. From offstage, Azzie can be heard
shouting. She returns from the car, instinctively grabbing
the first bit of camp debris she walks by. Once again, she
catches Coburn on the back of the head. He collapses on top
of Marcus.

Scene 5

MARCUS
(Struggling to breath)

AZZIE
What the fuck happened?

MARCUS
(Still can't breath )

AZZIE
You're bleeding.

MARCUS
(Noticing that he is
covered in blood)

Coburn.

AZZIE
What was going on? Right, this time
I'm sure you were in trouble.

MARCUS
It's, I, I don't know.
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AZZIE
I don't understand. He's some kind
of weird perv. Now I'm glad we
couldn't find his medicine. (A
moment) That was mean. I'm sorry.
Wait, do you think this happened
because we couldn't find like, the
medicine in time?

MARCUS
It's, I, I, just, there's something
strange going. I'm not sure I can
explain...

AZZIE
(From earlier)

We were just talking about doctors.
You should go to the doctor.

They inspect him.

MARCUS
He just like, changed. And. Look at
his arms.

AZZIE
I'm not touching him.

MARCUS
What the fuck for?

AZZIE
This is a crime scene. I'm not
touching it.

MARCUS
It's your fucking crime scene.

AZZIE
I didn't hurt anybody. Every time.
You do this every time.

MARCUS
What's that supposed to mean.

AZZIE
Some people get in trouble, some
people can't stay out of trouble.

The forest shivers as a strong gust of wind rolls through.
More thunder, still no rain.

MARCUS
Twice. Oh, you're in it as deep as
me.
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AZZIE
That's getting very close, we
should, let's get out of here. His
car's still up by the road.

MARCUS
Keep it down?

AZZIE
He's already dead.

MARCUS
Just listen to me. To someone.
Listen to anyone, for one god damn
second.(Realizing she is gone) Wait
where's Leila?

AZZIE
She's right... Back... Over...
Where's Leila?

MARCUS
Gone? Gone where? Gone what?
Where's the car? Did she take the
car?

AZZIE
Yes, the car, come on lets go.

She jingles the keys.

AZZIE
She's probably... At the car. I
mean, she was right behind me. I
swear. Leila?! LEILA?!

MARCUS
(Quieting her)

I will kill you myself.

AZZIE
What?

MARCUS
This isn't exactly the best time to
be attracting anyone's attention

AZZIE
Oh my god. You're spooked out.

MARCUS
I found this.

He tosses her the pouch he found. It is empty. He forgot he
poured them out.

AZZIE
You found. Garbage. Where, in that
garbage pile, or this garbage pile?
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MARCUS
No wait, There'll all over, on the
ground. Help me find them.

AZZIE
It's too dark. What am I looking
for?

MARCUS
They were right here. It's her.
What's left.

AZZIE
Let's just go. If we get caught
here.... now... Oh, I feel funny.
No this isn't good at all.

MARCUS
Did she touch you? Roll up your
sleeves.

AZZIE
Get off me. Hey what the fuck is
your problem?

He has rolled up her sleeves, there is nothing there.

AZZIE
Oh god.

She starts to heave and gag.

AZZIE
Oh my god. Oh my god. Oh my god...

Heaving some more. Reaching into her mouth, Azzie pulls out
a blackened, dirty tooth. And then another and another and
another. She panics, obviously.

AZZIE
OH my god, oh my god.

Marcus inspects her.

MARCUS
You're okay, you're okay.

AZZIE
(In some shock)

Those weren't mine. Were those
mine? Those weren't mine were they.

Feeling her teeth.

AZZIE
I can still feel them.

MARCUS
Your teeth are fine. Well...
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AZZIE
I haven't been to the dentist's in
years.

MARCUS
All still there.

AZZIE
The teeth one. No.

MARCUS
I don't know.

AZZIE
No.

MARCUS
I know it's impossible.

AZZIE
I knew I felt something when we
arrived. It's real. I told you
they're real. I said we shouldn't
come here.

MARCUS
God I'm not even sure you're wrong.
Jesus.

AZZIE
Leila?!

MARCUS
Keep it down.

AZZIE
We need to find her and go.

MARCUS
Listen to me. He said. Well. She
needs. Maybe this is good.
(Remembering the car) Shit the car.
Do you think that's where she is? 

AZZIE
She was right behind me. Am I.
What's happening?

MARCUS
You know that story?

AZZIE
You laughed all that off!(A
revelation) Last night, that's it.

MARCUS
I didn't want it to be true.
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AZZIE
I've never met a ghost that cared
whether you believed in it or not.

MARCUS
Not the ghost. We're not talking
about ghosts

AZZIE
But-

MARCUS
I was looking for this (the pouch).

AZZIE
I knew it. I'm a light sleeper. I
catch everything. I saw you get up.
That's it right? That's what you
were doing.

MARCUS
Maybe it didn't exist at all.
Dylan, well, I thought it was a
joke. Fake. You know. He showed me
those teeth. Before he "found" them
on the Tauber's property. Kids say
a lot of stupid shit. I was a kid
too. Everyone knew those Tauber's
did it. He. What could he have
done? As that trial went on though,
you know, those teeth were real.
Why'd he have them? Over and over
in my head. But what was I supposed
to do? If I could just find them, I
thought.

AZZIE
What? Wait, what does this mean?
Are those really her, you know?

MARCUS
I can explain this later. I didn't-
Someone's going to see his car.
They'll come right here, find all
our stuff. I'm not going to jail.

AZZIE
What? Jail? What about jail? Maybe
if we just drop everything and run
the gho-

MARCUS
Don't.

AZZIE
What?

MARCUS
I'm just.
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AZZIE
You're right, Sarah might leave us
alone. I'm sure. Yeah, no, there's
no way. There's no way she bares me
any bad will. (To the forest) I
bare you no ill will Sarah. I heard
about what happened to you.

The wind blows lightly.

AZZIE
That was just awful. And I'm sure
you already heard, but like, I was
assured they, that uncle and his
nephew, were taken off the streets.
Tauber. Those Tauber boys. Right
away. They didn't hurt anybody
else. And I've finally had my first
metaphysical experience. It's real.
You're real and I know you're real.

Nothing.

MARCUS
This is crazy. You're going crazy.
The police. Listen, they, that's
who we need to be worried about,
you need to keep it down. They will
find us, they're going to find that
body and then us. And what are they
going to think?

AZZIE
(Interrupting him
whenever she figures it
out)

We're going to have to burn it all
down after all. Sorry old man.

They go about piling their belongings together over Coburn's
body. A hefty pyre. They tear up their books, stuffing the
pages strategically to ignite the large pile, perhaps
pouring some lighter fluid upon it.

AZZIE
He said it's going to rain. It
won't spread too far right? We
don't have to feel bad about this.
He was sick. It's an offering.
Maybe that's it. Sarah-

MARCUS
Just, let's not talk about it.

AZZIE
Your guilty conscience has been
holding you back for a long time,
hasn't it?
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The fire is ready.

MARCUS
Matches.

AZZIE
(She's prepared)

I have one.

She tries to "Strike anywhere" it breaks.

AZZIE
Fuck.

MARCUS
Where's your lighter?

AZZIE
Butane is really bad for you.

He finds some matches.

MARCUS
Alright, get ready to run back to
the car. We'll ditch it. Burn it
too. We'll do everything we need to
do.

AZZIE
We won't leave without her right?

MARCUS
Whatever we have to.

AZZIE
If they find her, they'll find us
anyway.

He strikes the first, the wind blows it out. He strikes the
second. The wind blows it out. Thunder again. He tries to
strike another, and another and another, none of them work.

MARCUS
Fuck. This looks bad. This looks so
much worse.

AZZIE
Maybe we can. What if we. I know.
The battery. In her computer. They
can be, like, just overclock it or
and they start on fire. They can
explode.

MARCUS
Do you know how to do that?
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AZZIE
Whatever. You just like cut the
wires and this is a crisis but stop
and think.

The soft patter of rain against the forest leaves becomes
recognizable.

AZZIE
Hold my hand. Listen to me. She'll
let us go, I just know, but we need
to go now. It's getting dark. Back
to the car. We can still see the
way. Forget about the police. They
won't eve know our names

The computer!

AZZIE
Okay, no, grab the computer. Then
please.

He grabs the computer.

AZZIE
If you want to make it back to the
car without breaking your ankle,
you need to slow down.

MARCUS
Don't you turn that flashlight on.

AZZIE
I don't have a flashlight.

MARCUS
Don't

AZZIE
I don't-

MARCUS
Don't

They exit.

Scene 6

They are lost. And though the distance to the road was not
far, they seem to walk forever. Soon they emerge from the
mystifying wall of trees, bushes, and branches, into the
same exact spot, although it has grown darker and is not
immediately recognizable.

AZZIE
Just let me turn it on for one
second.
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MARCUS
Shhhhh, a car?

It is nothing.

AZZIE
Look over there.

MARCUS
I don't know. Oh god damn it.

AZZIE
We're back where we started.

MARCUS
There's now way.

AZZIE
There's no way. She's keeping us
here. Do you think that's it?
That's it. 

MARCUS
We just got turned around. We just
have to go that way.

AZZIE
There's something else you didn't
tell me. 

He tries to grab her arm.

MARCUS
We need to keep moving. I got what
I needed.

AZZIE
Are you feeling okay? So am I?
Whatever happened to him, you know,
or whatever, whatever it was, We're
still okay. A chance, maybe, this
is a test. You've got to tell me
everything.

MARCUS
Do you understand? Dylan didn't
just find these teeth. He pulled
them out of her fucking head.

AZZIE
But the case was already solved.

MARCUS
Avery and his nephew should be
free, should have been free. 

AZZIE
Why didn't you call the cops?
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MARCUS
They only find what they're looking
for. How many calls do you think
they fielded about this? And I just
drop an anonymous tip about
something, maybe, out in the woods
down by the road.

AZZIE
You could have gone to them
yourself. I'd believe you.

MARCUS
I've always wanted my name, my
face, kept out of this. Besides,
how much do you trust the cops?

AZZIE
This is it, this is it! This is
what she wants.

MARCUS
I'm not sure. Is this good enough?
All I've got are her pieces. Who
knows how I got my hands on them.

AZZIE
If that's his bag, like DNA is so
karmic. This can't all be
coincidence. But then, why are we
still here. You're still holding
out on me.

He opens up Leila's computer. 

MARCUS
Now, I swear, you know everything I
know. She was keeping notes on us.

AZZIE
(After reading for a
moment)

She was keeping notes on you.

MARCUS
(Typing)

I thought it was nothing.

AZZIE
What are we going to do?

MARCUS
Look at this.

AZZIE
Hey she did write about me. It's
mostly. Hmmm what am I looking at.
That's completely different. Wait
this is crazy.
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MARCUS
I didn't know what to make of it.

AZZIE
This is gibberish.

MARCUS
Mostly. Hundreds of pages of
gibberish.

He clicks to the end. He drops the computer.

MARCUS
It's typing.

AZZIE
What do you mean "It's typing"?

MARCUS
It's typing.

Tentatively, Azzie picks up the computer.

MARCUS
Why can't you just leave anything
alone.

AZZIE
Don't tell me what to do, what else
are we going to do? It's probably
like, some kind of I don't know.
She had problems with it all day.
Like a virus. We have to.

She reads from it.

AZZIE
It's just.... more....  It knows
our names. It knows my name. It
knows our names.

MARCUS
That's impossible. 

AZZIE
We're going to die. Are we going to
die.

MARCUS
I'm not dying. (To Sarah?) Yeah,
I'm not. Not here. You hear me.

From the road, a car alarm goes off. Coburns?

AZZIE
It's a sign.

MARCUS
We can follow it to the road.
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AZZIE
I'm telling you, that's the way we
went. She has to want us to leave.
Sarah, are you ready to let us go?

MARCUS
(A change in attitude)

Is this some kind of joke?

AZZIE
You think I did this?

MARCUS
It's not possible. What are you
doing to me.

AZZIE
Calm down and think about this.

He grabs her.

MARCUS
The two of you. You're working
together. Waiting for me to put
this all together right in front of
you. Third rate bloggers trolling
for homicide nostalgia? You're not
the first. I've been dealing with
that since I was sixteen.

AZZIE
Listen to me. Listen to yourself.
It's right in front of you. We just
have to figure out why we're here.

Marcus pulls out his knife.

MARCUS
Gonna hang your career on my part
of this sad story.

The car alarm turns off.

AZZIE
You said yourself you had nothing
to do with it.

MARCUS
I didn't. I didn't touch that girl.
I didn't put those men in jail.

AZZIE
What happened to Dylan?

MARCUS
You think I know that? The whole
town, his mother, they were hoping
he was alive. I was only hoping
he'd killed himself.
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AZZIE
That's a fucked up thing to say,
even about a potential psycho.

MARCUS
You want a fucking psycho?

Scene 7

POLICEMAN
(From offstage)

Alright! Clear out! Hey! You kids
hear me, clear out or we're all
going for a ride. You can't be
here! I know ya'll saw that sign,
cause you bent it in half.

The policeman enters, announcing his presence with the stark
beam of his flashlight.

POLICEMAN
(Entering)

Hey, You all heard me. Mr. Crane,
you alright? I saw your car. Mr.
Crane? We've told you before, you
see that fence knocked down, you
give us a call.

MARCUS
Fuck.

AZZIE
Keep it down.

MARCUS
Run.

AZZIE
Where?

Marcus makes a last ditch effort to light their pile of
stuff on fire.

POLICEMAN
Holy shit, fucking shit, fucking
get your fucking hands up. Drop it,
fucking drop. On the ground, get on
the ground!

They drop to the ground. 

POLICEMAN
Fucking hands, stick your hands up.
I will fucking end you. Dispatch,
dispatch. We got...  Dispatch?
Dispatch? Caroll?

The radio is not functioning.
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POLICEMAN
Fuck. FUCK. DON'T FUCKING MOVE.

MARCUS
I don't know what you-

POLICEMAN
Shut the fuck up.

AZZIE
I didn't do anything-

POLICEMAN
Shut up, shut up. Okay. Hold on.
Alright. Hold on. (A beat) Okay.

AZZIE
What?

POLICEMAN
Shut up, okay,(A beat) here.

The police officer throws a pair of handcuffs at Azzie.

POLICEMAN
Put those on him.

Azzie does as instructed.

POLICEMAN
(Everyone is already
silent)

Shut up, oh you are so fucked.
Dispatch, come in dispatch. Fuck. I
swear to god I will shoot you both
right now if you keep fucking
around.

Azzie handcuffs Marcus and lays back down. The officer
approaches them cautiously.

POLICEMAN
Good okay.

The officer binds Azzie's hands with a piece of rope then
searches the pair.

POLICEMAN
I always said someday these
groupies would take it too far.
Stand up. Both of you. Go sit next
to that tree.

AZZIE
What the fuck for?

POLICEMAN
You want to die now?! Move!
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They comply.

POLICEMAN
(Trying to keep his cool)

Suicide by cop crazy mother
fuckers. Yeah, you what? Shut up.

He ties the pair together around the tree

AZZIE
What are you doing? You aren't safe
here.

POLICEMAN
Can't have you running off on me,
or on the way back to the car. I'm
calling for backup, you sit tight.
We all knew it was a matter of
time. Fucking Taubers. Fucking
bunch of satanic fucking kids.

MARCUS
Fuck off.

The police officers strikes and gags Marcus.

POLICEMAN
Is that lighter fluid?  Dispatch,
we got a major situa- dispatch...
Fucking cut backs. Nothing in this
fucking city works right. (A beat)
I know you.

AZZIE
(Again, this was not
directed at her)

I've never been to this part of the
country before.

POLICEMAN
Shut up, not you.

Marcus does not reply.

POLICEMAN
Don't move. And I swear don't make
me come after you. If you had
started that fire... You'd just
kill whoever you needed to,
wouldn't you? 

The policeman exits. The pair struggle for a time.

AZZIE
Fuck. This can't be happening. I'm
not here. I'm still at Burning Man.
Close your eyes, You'll wake up.
You're on that long burned out

(MORE)
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AZZIE (cont'd)
plain. Oh god. This is bad(a time)
Where's Leila? Leila?! Leila?! (a
time). We're never getting out of
here. I need a fucking miracle. I
need a fucking miracle right now.
Appear. Right now. Appear.

He is still gagged.

AZZIE
He only had one pair of handcuffs.
Help me wiggle around. I think it's
getting loose.

Scene 8

Leila appears across the stage, as if from nowhere,
remaining unnaturally still. She is unnoticed at first.

AZZIE
Stay calm. Stop freaking out,
Marcus. Who's there? Hey cop? What
the fuck are you doing? Leila? Hey
Leila? You've got to get out of
here. No hold on, come untie us.
There's an officer. He's at his
car. He just tied me up. You can
let us out. Now is good. Soon.
Right now soon. Don't even worry
about the handcuffs, just untie us.

She has not moved.

AZZIE
Come ON! Help us!

Slowly, and with an unnatural angularity and sputtering
rhythm, Leila's body lurches towards Azzie and Marcus.

AZZIE
What the fuck are you doing. Hey,
hey look at me.

Seeming to drink in their presence, Leila circles around to
the pile of teeth and begins to eat them before descending
upon Azzie. Marcus struggles to speak, but the gag remains
firmly in place.

AZZIE
Hey, what's wrong? Look at me. What
are you doing? We found them,
right? That's what you want too.
We're on the same side. Listen to
me. We've got them. We can set you
free. I understand. Your unresolved
business. But you have to set us
free.
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Leila opens her mouth as if to speak but releases only an
aspirant whisper. She leans in to Azzie. The wind picks up
rustling the leaves. A sickly tremor irks its way to the
forest floor from some dark underground depths.

LEILA
(With a voice that
lingers outside her
body)

Never found them, never lost them.

Reaching out with her arm, Leila snakes her hand under
Azzie's shirt, pressing her fingers into Azzie's stomach.

AZZIE
What are you doing? Leila what are
you doing. That hurts. Stop. Stop
it. Stop it. 

She gags, a small trickle of blood starts coming out of her
mouth.

AZZIE
Please, Leila look at me. Please
stop. Don't. You don't have to.
Look at me. You don't have to. We
already found them. We already
found them. We already found them.
Isn't that it? Is that what you
wanted? Stop, stop, stop.

Leila begins to pull chunks of flesh from Azzie's gut,
haphazardly working her way through her stomach and
intestines. Quickly, Azzie's voiced protestations descend
into uncontrolled vocal and physical spasms. Leila feeds
lazily on each extracted handful. Azzie stops moving. Leila
moves on to Marcus, who can only listen as Azzie is torn
open. He has been struggling frantically to free himself,
but his efforts are fruitless.

LEILA
Never found them, never lost them.

Once again, she reaches out to him with her arm, running her
hand down the length of his seated body.

LEILA
Can't let go.

POLICEMAN
(From offstage)

Jeff's on his way with the paddy
wagon. It's a long ride back to the
station though, and we've got a
tendency to get lost. If we're
lucky, maybe you won't even make it
all the way back. Save us all some
trouble.
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Policeman enters.

POLICEMAN
These county roads can be quite a
rough ride. Holy shit! God fucking
shit fuck shit.

The policeman pulls his gun in panic. The forest goes dark
for a moment. Leila is gone.

POLICEMAN
What the fuck did you do? What the
fuck is this? What's going on?

He checks on Azzie, she is dead.

POLICEMAN
Fuck. Fuck. Oh I'm fucked. Oh shit.
Oh shit. (a beat) Oh you're fucked.
Oh you are so fucked. You did this.
I know you did this.

He notices the bag.

POLICEMAN
What is this?

He un-gags Marcus.

POLICEMAN
Three dead bodies is going to be a
lot easier to explain.

MARCUS
My name is Marcus Hockers.

POLICEMAN
Marcus Hockers? Marcus fucking
Hockers? That's who you say you
are? You're kidding me? Those
Taubers, it's like fucking Manson.

The officer kicks Marcus.

POLICEMAN
You every think you should have
spent your life doing anything more
than idolizing grisly murders?
Marcus Hockers, I knew Marcus
Hockers. Besides, you wouldn't be
helping your case if you were. 

MARCUS
My mother's name is June. My father
was a rat bastard. I bet you work
with Jill Spence. 
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POLICEMAN
I went to school in West Allis. But
Jill. Fuck. Marcus? Fuck. Holy
fuck. What are you doing? You're
back here now? (A beat) Oh, I
thought you were fucked before. Oh
this isn't going to look good for
you. You know they found his car
right over there? Dylan really came
through for this community, weird
kid though.There are still guys on
the force who talk about that case
like every day. And this? Here?
Maybe we were looking in the wrong
direction on that one the whole
time.

MARCUS
What are you talking about?

POLICEMAN
Frankly, I don't know what I saw.
But I know what I see. When you
disappeared, people still had a lot
of questions about you.

MARCUS
There is something crazy going on.
We should go. I don't know what's
going on. Sarah-

POLICEMAN
Shame son. Don't you feel anything.
I see those fuckers. Every now and
then. They got what they deserved.
Never had any reason to doubt they
didn't nab Dylan, unofficially of
course. But maybe it's good we
never tried to hang that one on
them, explicitly.

MARCUS
The bag. There's a pouch. Here,
pull it out. You'll see. It's her.
The teeth. It's the teeth.

POLICEMAN
Who? Sarah now too? How dumb do you
think I am? It's funny you giving
orders seeing as how you are the
way that you are, and I am standing
here, the way that I am.

MARCUS
You heard me.

POLICEMAN
The truth, well, if we say you're
guilty.
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MARCUS
We can answer any questions, all
these questions. You got the wrong
guys. Look, I came back here for
these. 

POLICEMAN
You'll answer any questions we have
when and where we have them. Seems
like bringing you in, like this,
might just end up with more
questions. The nice, polite,
law-abiding folks that live around
these parts got the answers they
needed a long time ago.

MARCUS
(Disoriented)

It's in the bag... It's in the
bag... Everything that's left of
her.

He finds the pouch.

POLICEMAN
I don't get paid to be too curious.

Scene 9

In a blink, Leila reappears at the edge of the space.

POLICEMAN
Holy shit. Get on the ground, get
on the ground now. I can shoot you
right now.

She does not move.

POLICEMAN
Get on the groun-

The officer tries to raise his gun but his arm betrays him
and twists him downwards. 

POLICEMAN
Oh, oh my god.

Leila languidly makes her way towards his enfeebled body and
passes her hand down his face, closing his eyes and taking
him to the ground. She picks up the bag. He convulses
lightly, some blood trickling out of his mouth.

Leila remains silent.

MARCUS
I found them. Isn't that it what
you, what she wanted? I believe, I
swear. I know. Look, the rest are

(MORE)
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MARCUS (cont'd)
in the bag. Everything I could
find. I came here. I came back.

She stares at him. Then she dumps the bag over  Marcus'
head.

MARCUS
What then? I'm here to do the right
thing. This is the right thing?  

Leila crawls over him. 

MARCUS
(Anticipating death)

I'm not going out. This isn't it.
I'm not going. Not now.

Leila snakes around him then unlocks his handcuffs. They
stare at each other. Marcus springs towards the gun, but
Leila, with impossible economy reaches out and grabs him,
standing him still in place. Yet she takes no other action.

LEILA
Goodbye. Goodbye. Goodbye.

Yet she does nothing. Marcus takes a violent swing at Leila,
connecting with the side of her head and knocking her down
to the ground. She lies still. Marcus takes stock of the
carnage before him.

MARCUS
Oh. (A time) Oh shit. Alright. Come
on, come on, come on.

He returns to preparing for a massive fire. He finds a
lighter on the cop. He flicks it. It does not light. Over
and over. He throws it out of frustration. Finally, he moves
simply to flee.

LEILA
(Unsteadily)

Marcus? (A beat) Marcus? (A beat)
Oh, oh no. NO, oh god. 

He freezes. She tries to rise and take in the scene before
her.

LEILA
Oh my god... 

She gags and heaves.

LEILA
Marcus?

MARCUS
Is it you?
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LEILA
This is way beyond us.

MARCUS
Can you get up? Walk? (Coming to
his senses) Fuck it, I should leave
you here.  I saw your computer.
What you wrote in your computer.

Marcus gathers up the teeth once more.

LEILA
That's what you want me to explain?
You know, I found out about you on
accident. Hell, I wouldn't even say
I found out about you.I ran into
someone, who ran into someone who
ran into you. 

MARCUS
You could have told me what you
wanted. I've answered all the
questions before.

LEILA
And gotten the same story as
everyone else. As soon as I met
you, I knew there was more to this.

MARCUS
You were hoping, what? I killed
her? Killed Dylan? Get your fucking
clicks? Your likes? What did you
know about this? What did you
deserve to know about this?

LEILA
We wanted the same thing. To
un-bury the truth. That's what I
thought at first.

An unnatural murmur shivers through the forest timber.

MARCUS
We can run. Now. We can run now.

LEILA
Then why didn't you already take
off? You can't leave. I don't think
you ever did. 

MARCUS
It was you. You guided me here. You
both did. That pull I've been
feeling.

LEILA
I don't want her anymore than you
do. You know that's not true.
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MARCUS
I can't move.

LEILA
Tell me. 

MARCUS
Dylan showed me the teeth. Told me.
Her skin slid right off the bone.
He didn't just burn her up either.I
knew they didn't do it. I knew he
did it. I didn't want to believe
it. How could I come forward? I let
them railroad that man and that
little boy. They took his life away
all the same.  What was I supposed
to do? I had no proof. I was a kid.
Just a kid.

After a struggle.

MARCUS
He set those motherfuckers up to
take the fall. I saw it. I'm sorry.
I don't want to die.

LEILA
I don't know what she wants.

MARCUS
(A mess)

I don't want to die. Every night.
Every time I get high. I never
forget. I never forgot. 

LEILA
Serving your own time. 

MARCUS
It is. It is. It was so easy to
think I could let it go. That's all
I wanted. To let it go. After too
long, I thought I could set it
right. I didn't know what I knew. I
swear I promise. I'll take
responsibility for that. You hear
me?

LEILA
If you found the teeth?

MARCUS
I wanted to slink away. I swear.
That's all I wanted. To set them
free. I know now. I knew all along. 

Marcus falls to his knees.
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MARCUS
What's going on?

His arms, as if controlled from outside his body begin to
rise, his hands moving inevitably towards his face, despite
his attempts to stop them.

LEILA
We've paid enough! Let him go, let
us go. You wanted him to face what
he is? What he knew? Is that the
truth?

MARCUS
Help me?!

She tries to gain control of his arms, but she cannot.

MARCUS
Oh god, Oh god. Please. No. I don't
want this. I don't want to die.

LEILA
No. No.

MARCUS
No. Please. Please. Please.

He grabs his right eye.

MARCUS
Argghhhhhhh.

His eye pops. He screams. He grabs his other eye.

MARCUS
Argghhhhhhhhhhhh.

His left eye pops. He falls to his knees. His neck turns
ominously to the left, then sharply to the left, dropping
his lifeless body to the forest floor.

LEILA
No. Get up. No. Let him go. No. No.
No.

The officer stirs.

LEILA
She has to let me go now. It's the
only way. I won't forget. I'll set
them free. 

The officer grabs his gun, and fires, hitting Leila in the
stomach.

POLICEMAN
Fucking witch. Fucking bitch. Die
fucking bitch.
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He tries to shoot again but his gun jams.

POLICEMAN
Argh. God damn cutbacks.

LEILA
This is a mistake. It's not me.
It's not me. She's gone. I'm the
only one who knows. The teeth.
They're over there. It's the bag...

She is slipping away, silt at the bottom of a cold, slow
river.

POLICEMAN
I heard you. 

Into his radio:

POLICEMAN
Dispatch, dispatch.

DISPATCH
This is Caroll, go ahead.

LEILA
She pulled us here, strand by
strand. It's why we're here. You
made a mistake. You made a mistake.
You made a mistake.

During this exchange the police man finds the lighter fluid
and pours it all over Leila and Azzie and Marcus. 

POLICEMAN
(With the growing
confidence of a
last-man-standing)

I'm afraid the police don't make
mistakes. I admit, I'm gonna have
to work some of this out. But. Four
dead bodies is going to be a lot
easier to explain than three. And
the less of you there is, the less
I'm going to have to explain.
Details? Well, you know what they
say about the devil. Peace above
all, and we already got that here.

POLICEMAN
Dispatch, dispatch, shots fired,
shots fired in the West 29
clearing! And we got a fire burning
out of control. And could I get a
god damn revolver that god damn
works.

The policeman, as if he heard something behind him, turns In
abject terror, but finds absolutely nothing there. 
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POLICEMAN
HA, haugh.

Then, the arms he is holding the gun with takes a life of
its own, raising the device to directly behind his ear. He
laughs nervously and uses his free hand to resist. He
manages to wrestle the gun out of his hand before it can
rise to his head.

POLICEMAN
(He laughs)

I'm fucking losing it.

Then he laughs. He looks around, regains his composure. He
acquires his lighter, tries to light it, but it won't
function.

POLICEMAN
(A little sing-songy to
himself)

Got to get me more Butane.

 He walks off stage.

POLICEMAN
(Offstage an audible
struggle)

NO!

Gun shot. The end.


